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Abstract 

 

Shooting the Morro: 

Favela Documentaries and the Politics of Meaning 

 

Spencer Winston Stoner, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Lorraine Leu 

 

 To many in the global North, the favelas of Rio de Janeiro are the most visible 

face of violence and poverty in Brazil. While the favela film genre (and its subset, the 

favela documentary) has received significant study, there is a gap in understanding how 

these filmic texts are created as a result of individual production processes. How do 

decisions made during the course of production translate into imaginaries, 

representations, and on-screen content? This research locates multiple forms of non-

fiction video within the wider context of mediated representations of poverty and 

violence in favelas, identifying the tools, mechanisms, and specific tactics employed by 

both favela stakeholders and production personnel in the co-production of these often 

heavily-mediated images. Utilizing key informant interviews with Rio-based 

documentary production personnel actively shooting in favelas, this research highlights 

specific production processes to understand how implicit incentive structures embodied 

in production shape and influence representations of the favela space. These findings 

make the case for understanding non-fiction favela films as the product of a highly 
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structured and nuanced, if asymmetrical, co-production between filmmaker and subjects, 

rather than a simple linear imposition of meaning from above. These results suggest that 

the combination of individual production strategies with ongoing changes within the city 

related to “pacification” serves to simultaneously undermine and re-inscribe traditional 

imaginaries and mediatic geographies of the favela space.  
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PROLOGUE 

On the cusp of graduate studies, I found myself working as a field producer on a 

documentary program commissioned by a major cable television network. The topic of 

the program was ancient Maya society and would necessitate a two week long shoot in 

northern Guatemala. Outside of this, we were given few other guidelines. I began pre-

production about a month and a half in advance, amassing potential on-screen 

contributors even as the script was still under development. These contributors would be 

local stakeholders willing to appear on camera, who would allow us to shoot at their 

locations and could help provide us with story ideas. Being based in DC at the time, these 

contacts in Guatemala were an essential lifeline for us as a production crew – the shoot 

could literally not take place without them.  

Each of the stakeholders we were partnering with had their own incentive for 

participating. Their relationship to us was asymmetrical and shaped by our respective 

hierarchies. Collectively, we were hardly a unified front.  An indigenous NGO wanted to 

promote its mission and set right commonly held misconceptions about the Maya people. 

An archaeological team wanted to increase its fundraising opportunities and promote an 

ideological mission that was driving the dig. The production company that was producing 

the project wanted to save money, attract viewers and convince their client to approve a 

second season.  

Sometimes our mutual goals overlapped. Many times they were in direct conflict 

with each other. The NGO found the archaeological foundation’s worldview repugnant. 

The foundation wanted us to shoot interviews with sponsors that would never make the 

final cut and eat up costly production hours. The director wanted to attract viewers by 

playing up stereotypical imagery of ancient Maya bloodletting rituals. I, myself, had my 

own perspectives about what a responsible representation of the subject matter would be, 

and was hoping to influence the production with this in mind.  
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In short, each stakeholder had their own way of trying to influence the final 

product, up to and including the individuals who appeared on the program and agreed to 

represent themselves on television. This production was a collaborative effort in every 

sense of the word and yet inherently asymmetrical. When the NGO found out we were 

working with the archaeologist, they pulled out. I was able to eventually put pressure on 

the director to drop the bloodletting dramatics. Contrary to the way that the production of 

media is typically seen (Hallin and Mancini 2010, McChesney 2010), the production as a 

whole was about as far removed from a homogenous effort as you can get. Instead of 

being uniformly the result of homogenized global media systems, or a singular textual 

product resulting from the work of an auteur, our documentary shoot was dramatically 

shaped by a series of ingrained incentive structures present in both local and production-

related politics. Local elements within the landscape and the very subject matter of the 

production were laced with carrots and sticks that served the interests and strategies of 

individual parties during the production. 

Media systems scholars tend to study the impact of global, national, and regional 

systems on the format and content of media produced, whereas film scholars may analyze 

meaning after it has already been produced. These existing bases of scholarship reveal a 

glaring gap in understanding how and where these areas connect and overlap. How do 

national and global systems actually affect the decisions made during the course of 

documentary production? How do decisions made during the course of production 

translate into imaginaries, representations, and on-screen content? The research that 

follows will highlight these processes, and explore why and how the implicit incentive 

structures embodied in production processes shape and influence major non-fiction 

representations of favela space.  
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INTRODUCTION 

It should be said from the very onset that this research is different in its approach 

to existing favela film scholarship. At the time of writing, I have worked in documentary 

and documentary TV production for 7 years as a producer, writer, camera operator, and 

editor. These experiences have understandably shaped my knowledge and perspective as 

an academic. Relatively few such practitioner scholars have conducted this sort of 

research in Brazil – with a notable exception in producer and researcher, Consuelo Lins, 

whose work about the canon of director Eduardo Coutinho, O Documentário de Eduardo 

Coutinho (2001) is engrossing and detailed, but relatively limited in its scope.  

The practitioner scholar perspective is not only relevant, but badly needed within 

the field of media studies, which, as a whole, tends to gloss over the impact and decision 

calculus of individual actors in favor of grander systems-wide theories of understanding 

communications and media – from materialist perspectives to theoretical frameworks 

based on ideas of cultural imperialism and dependency theory. These can be useful lenses 

to understand the production of texts to be sure, but are hardly the only relevant lenses in 

a well-stocked academic tool kit. As none other than Pierre Bourdieu reminds us, “If you 

only knew the name of the owner of a television station, its advertising budget, and how 

much it receives in subsidies, you wouldn’t know much” (1996, 16).  

In this spirit, the research below seeks to know more by understanding the 

decisions made by media professionals on the ground, and how in Brazil, the independent 

strategies of thousands of disparate media professionals, can collectively result in what 

Ivana Bentes refers to as “factories of death . . . the image of the favela as hell, a 

pulsating territory of death”, which until only very recently have been the most 

predominant representations of the favela space. Understanding how and why such 

images are created and reinscribed can inform professionals about ways to break with 
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such patterns and allow scholars to forecast how such imaginaries are likely to change 

and adapt on the eve of the 2014 World Cup and 2016 International Olympic Games.  

To many in the global North, the favelas of Rio de Janeiro are the most visible 

face of violence and poverty in Brazil. Their struggles are widely chronicled from above, 

in music, movies, and novelas. They have also been documented from a grassroots level, 

as participatory video, community television, and alternative media have become 

increasingly predominant tools of favela NGOs (Bentes 2013, Wheeler 2009a, Medrado 

2007). My research is interested in the space between these two ends of the spectrum – 

the heavily contested, negotiated middle ground between large budget narrative feature 

production and community-driven participatory video. This middle ground includes non-

fiction genres as varied as documentaries and journalistic news production, non-fiction 

promotional corporate and non-profit pieces, and community television.  In short, this 

“middle ground” encompasses the vast majority of video produced in favelas.  

In the course of interviewing production personnel for this research, I spoke with 

individuals who worked on non-fiction video productions ranging from news 

programming, reality television shows, commercials, web videos, and independent 

documentaries, many of whom shared the same collective experiences and frustrations 

with the structures they encountered. In interviewing these informants, I sought to 

explore what role both production personnel and residents play in contributing to how 

these communities are represented in productions, and identify the incentives, strategies, 

and tools that structure this asymmetrical process. The results of this research outline how 

these structures can be understood and made legible within the greater context of disputes 

for the negotiation of non-fiction production in Rio. 

This research will locate multiple forms of non-fiction video within the wider 

context of mediated representations of poverty and violence in favelas, identifying the 

tools, mechanisms, and specific tactics employed by both favela stakeholders and 

production personnel in the co-production of these often heavily-mediated images. In 
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outlining these processes and the uneven playing field they create, the goal will be to 

understand the ways they incentivize particular strategies for production and 

representation, outlining inherent structures within favela documentary production 

processes that privilege particular types of imagery and mediatic language.  

In recent years, these spaces have experienced increasing military contestation. 

Beginning in 2007 under Rio’s governor, Sérgio Cabral, the state imposed an urban 

security policy targeting favelas that was inspired, in part, by the anti-FARC “Orion 

operation” in Medellín (Halais 2013). One of the largest “successes” of this policy was 

the creation of UPPs, or Pacifying Police Units that would be installed, by force if 

necessary, inside of favelas controlled by drug traffickers.  Since the first UPP was 

installed in Santa Marta, another 33 have been installed in locations around the central 

and southern zones of the city (Lima 2013). Though the resulting drop in violence has 

been considered tenuous by many, the city has already witnessed property values jump 

50% in some of the communities where pacification has occurred, even within 24 hours 

of the initial operation (Halais 2013).  

As public scrutiny of Rio’s social challenges intensifies in advance of the 2014 

World Cup and the 2016 Olympics, the implications of this research could inform the 

way external producers approach media production strategies, while adding meat to the 

bones of debates like those raised by Sischy (1991) and Chan and Vitali (2010), among 

others, about ethical portrayals of the subaltern in media. As the imaginary of the favela 

already exists as a branded trademark of the city of Rio de Janeiro, these mega-events 

place increasing demands upon the city to spectacularize such urban spaces into an 

international commodity in a way that has not been previously seen (Jaguaribe, 2011).   

Documentary film is just one of many manifestations through which this ongoing 

process of branding can serve to inscribe “authenticity” to mediated landscapes. 

Developing a clear understanding of documentary production processes, their causes, and 

impacts is essential in order to monitor and forecast not only how such images are 
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created, but whether they will serve to perturb and disrupt entrenched images of the 

morro and of favelados or whether they will continue to reify and reinscribe existing 

imaginaries of the favela. 

LIMITATIONS 

It’s worth drawing attention here to what this study is not. This research is not an 

ethnography of favela residents’ participation or self-performance. During the fieldwork, 

I never observed any actual filming or spoke with any documentary subjects. There were 

several reasons for this. Firstly, this research faced time and budgetary limitations that 

did not permit the multiple months of study that would have been necessary to conduct a 

meaningful ethnography. However, most pertinently, while the results and perspectives 

that would have emerged from such research would have been enlightening, they would 

not have been necessary to answer the fundamental question of how the field of favela 

documentary production is structured to incentivize particular forms of mediatic 

representations. While subject perspectives are important to understand decision-making 

processes behind individual performance, they are incomplete to fully address the larger 

questions of documentary text formation.  

As a result, this research is indelibly shaped through the vantage point of 

production personnel. Though this vantage point comes with certain biases, it provides a 

unique perspective in its insight into pre-production, post-production and production 

itself. While the experience of documentary subjects is certainly a valid area of study, it 

would only rarely take into account decisions that are made before or after principal 

photography. 

Furthermore, most of the crew members interviewed in this study were involved 

in shooting productions for mass distribution, not grassroots projects done for internal, 

limited, or local distribution. Ivana Bentes (2013) recently wrote with great optimism 

about the potential for favela grass-roots media to create new spaces of collaboration that 
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would perturb entrenched imaginaries. While her analysis was highly optimistic, it did 

not take into account the impact of markets or distribution on the cultural relevance of 

individual productions. Mainstream media still plays an essential role in shaping 

collective imaginaries and representations, and will continue to do so for the foreseeable 

future. As John Downing argues, “People do not categorically switch off mainstream 

media in the present moment . . . nor can they elect simply to erase their accumulated 

mainstream media inheritance by some magical act of will” (2010, 304). Despite Bentes’s 

optimism for these new processes, there needs to be a discussion of the market for such 

images and how media markets shape and structure how imaginaries of the favela are 

produced and internalized. My research will focus on films with the potential to enter 

mass consciousness, that receive some form of mass distribution and enter into 

mainstream media. 

As Chanan (2009) and Nichols (1991) have both addressed, one of the challenges 

in talking about documentary is that its genre is largely defined by what it is not. In this 

research, I will frequently use the term “non-fiction video”.  “Non-fiction video” is the 

industry term to describe anything that is not narrative fiction. Within this umbrella lies 

television journalism, reality TV, documentary filmmaking, even promotional films. This 

makes talking about non-fiction production with a broad brush frightfully difficult, as 

there will almost always be a counter example. The traits and specific characteristics of 

the films that lie along this spectrum can vary wildly, but at their heart, many of their 

production processes and strategies are the same. Nearly all non-fiction video producers 

need to book locations and interview subjects. They need to find characters with 

compelling stories that are willing to appear on camera and already existing locations 

with compelling visuals to support these stories. Coordinating and negotiating these 

needs requires a unique set of strategies and approaches that narrative films with access 

to actors and sets never have to consider. 
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I hope here to apply this same nuance to discussions of the social concept of “the 

favela”. My intent is not to collapse the diverse and complex realities of some 1100 

different communities around the state of Rio de Janeiro into one reductionist Platonic 

amalgamation. Sometimes interviewees named specific neighborhoods by names, at other 

times, they generalized about their experiences in different communities. Rather than 

rearticulate yet another academic representation of “the favela”, my goal is to understand 

how the shaping of spaces and imaginaries as it emerges from the interviews has affected 

the way that these individuals approach and strategize about the production process.  

METHODS 

This research was conducted through a series of conversational key informant 

interviews. Interview subjects were found through my own professional contacts and 

through referrals by other interviewees. Individuals interviewed included producers, 

camera operators, fixers, directors, and sound recordists. Interviews with fixers1 usually 

included an observational tour of the favela(s) that loosely mimicked a standard location 

scout in order to see what elements of the community are normally highlighted and which 

are normally ignored by production personnel.  

The complete list of interviewees follows. All research participants’ names have 

been replaced with a pseudonym in compliance with the requirements of the University 

of Texas’s Internal Review Board.  

Andrés, Producer/Director: Andrés is in his late forties and owns a small 

documentary production company in Jardim Botânico that focuses on first-person 

narrative storytelling in violent contexts for national broadcasters, like Globo.  

Danaisy, Producer/Fixer: Danaisy is a foreign producer in her early forties who 

married a Brazilian, and has lived in Rio de Janeiro for nearly two decades. She regularly 

                                                
1 Fixers are local producers who work as a form of logistics guru and cultural translator between both a 
foreign production crew and local entities. 
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produces independent work for broadcast distribution and works as a fixer for larger 

international productions. 

Feijão, Sound Recordist: Feijão is a seasoned field sound recordist who regularly 

works between London and Rio de Janeiro.  

Mikael, Producer/Fixer: Mikael is a fixer and producer in his thirties who 

regularly seeks out coproduction opportunities with foreign production companies to 

develop content for the Brazilian market.  

Rodrigo, Camera Operator: Rodrigo is a paulista who works between the two 

cities. He has a very “straight-laced” look about him and has said that the combination of 

his looks and accent make people think he is an undercover cop when he works in 

favelas.  

Scott, Producer: Scott is an American producer in his late twenties who has lived 

in Rio de Janeiro since he was 11. His work has largely consisted in collaborating with 

the Associação dos Catadores do Aterro Metropolitano de Jardim Gramacho (ACAMJG) 

on a series of participatory videos prior to the association’s involvement in the Vik Muniz 

feature documentary, Lixo Extraordinario (Lucy Walker, Karen Harley, João Jardim, 

2011).  

Tião, Driver/Fixer: Tião is a lower-middle-class carioca who regularly works for 

a prominent international wire service, driving their crews to location and coordinating 

on-site logistics for shoots.  

Zé, Fixer/Guide: Zé is a former president of the Associação de Moradores da 

Rocinha2. He is extremely well connected within the community and has worked with 

“more productions than he can remember”, including pieces for CNN, the BBC, and the 

CBC. When not involved in shoots, he manages a favela tour company as well. 

                                                
2 Residents’ Association of Rocinha 
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Collectively, these informants formed a full range of the spectrum of individuals 

you would expect to see involved in production in the field, and provided insight into pre-

production, production, and post-production.  
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Films about favelas have existed as a genre in their own right since at least the 

1950s (Bentes, 2003), and as such have received no shortage of attention and analysis 

from academia. Most research in this area has focused on one of the two extremes – that 

of big budget productions like City of God or Ônibus 174, that examine tensions within 

Brazilian cinema and TV regarding representations of favela life (Nicolosi 2009, Lima 

2008, Rocha 2008, Hamburger 2007), while others have examined the impacts of 

community media (Medrado 2007, Bentes 2013), or participatory video within the 

context of Participatory Action Research (PAR) (Dagron 2009, Wheeler 2009a).  

Wilkins has argued, rightfully, that considerations of the complexities of 

participation within video have not yet been exhausted (Wilkins 2008). The unique nature 

of any non-fiction video production is that it requires some degree of participation, often 

through heavily mediated coproduction from its subjects. What is lacking in the 

scholarship is a nuanced analysis of the continuum of production and co-production of 

representations of the favela as part of a greater audiovisual strategy - what Esther 

Hamburger refers to as the “struggle for visuality” - a heavily contested negotiation of 

audiovisual image production (2007). The following research provides a road map of 

where representation from above and from below negotiate, conflict and intertwine 

Bhabha and Waterson, among others, have written on the need for a mediator to 

provide a platform to make subaltern voices heard (Bhabha 1996, Waterson 2007, Vianna 

1999). Yet fewer have analyzed the function of cultural production – specifically non-

fiction film - as a part of this mediation. The implications of these processes are not 

slight. As Waterson reminds us, film has the potential to serve as a powerful catalyst for 

change by extending the trajectories of memory transmission in building a collective 

social history (2007, 70). Yet much as scholars like Spivak (1988), Nichols (1991) and 
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Bhabha (1996) remind us that neither knowledge nor voice can ever be taken as neutral, it 

goes without saying that neither can the role of the filmmaker in these processes. 

Documentary filmmakers do not just mediate, they also supplement, amplify, and 

contextualize. They inscribe meaning on individual lived events, and frequently, on the 

lives of subaltern subjects who are not in a position to challenge them with distinct 

voices. 

How best then, to understand processes that underlie documentary film as 

mediator of self-representation? And perhaps more specifically, in this inherently unequal 

mediation, what sort of subjectivity, meaning, or mediatic landscapes can we see 

articulated and reproduced? How are these processes shaped by the very conditions in 

which they operate? 

Some scholars like MacDougall (1998, 235), have criticized the documentary 

genre as unreliable at best and manipulative at worst, posing a potential ethical dilemma 

to the activist filmmaker. Yet Carmen Guarini reminds us that: “Film . . . is capable of 

staging certain elements of memory that cannot be provoked or explained with words . . . 

There are situations, emotions, and gestures that are difficult to evoke with the medium of 

verbal language.” (2003, 3). Many have argued that media makes reality, but there is not 

significant attention to how a sense of “reality” influences the incentives, strategies, and 

behaviors that go into making the media. Conducting a textual analysis of Ônibus 174 

(José Padilha, 2002), Esther Hamburger examined the tension between these two schools 

of thought –MacDougall’s and Guarini’s - and posited that further analysis of other films 

could be productive in enriching the debate about representing poverty and violence in 

Brazil without reproducing them (2005, 208). I will offer here that what is needed is also 

an analysis of those filmic processes. 

Echoing this sentiment, Nichols argues that documentary requires a commitment 

to the values of objectivity while recognizing that objectivity is impossible (1991). If, as 

Nichols argues, part and parcel to this commitment is a denial of its own processes of 
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construction and their own formative effect on content, this understanding is surely based 

on a top down understanding of how documentaries are produced – one founded in 

institutional authority and not nuanced by the realities of the production process and 

active negotiation of subjects.  The very idea that there is an objective truth to strive for 

negates the very act of contesting that truth between crew and local stakeholders. 

Perhaps coming closest to this understanding is Marc Pedelty’s ethnographic 

observation of war correspondents during the El Salvador Civil War. Echoing many 

media systems theorists, Pedelty ultimately posits that these challenges present a unique 

set of incentive structures with substantial implications for the objectivity of journalistic 

reporting. Seeking to challenge the vision of independence and objectivity in war 

reporters, Pedelty argues that individual reporters play only “a relatively small role in the 

creative process of discovery, analysis and representation involved in news production,” 

being “mainly conduits for a system of institutions” (1995, 24). Yet, in this analysis, 

Pedelty errs in downplaying the role of individual reporters, particularly as far as their 

ability to successfully navigate political arenas and cobble together collaborative 

reporting pieces from stakeholders with potentially divergent issues is concerned.  

Pedelty’s understanding of the relationship between objectivity and independence 

runs parallel with Bourdieu’s positioning of the media as a heterogeneous field (Bourdieu 

1997). Rather than exist as autonomous of outside conditions (and thus something 

intrinsically free) the press is always constrained by questions of politics, business, 

economics, and institutional survival. As Amaral & Monteiro cogently put it, “It is 

outside of the purpose – especially for the field of journalism – to think about a total 

autonomy. (Amaral & Monteiro 2011, 78).  

Vicki Mayer (2008, 2009) has argued for a reexamination of our understanding of 

WHERE media is produced by examining the role of laborers in the production process, 

and studying the work of individual camera operators in producing new media content. 

While she found that the exigencies of production work demanded that individual 
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personnel internalize market standards and the limits on their genres (2008, 106), 

Mayer’s work stops short of examining how patterns in individual behavior and strategies 

impact how representations and meaning are produced at this level. 

Consuelo Lins (2001) is arguably the only other practitioner scholar who has 

attempted to breach this gap, in examining her own work as a producer on Babilônia 

2000. While her research goes a long way towards opening an understanding of 

documentary-making in favelas as a process of negotiation, the work as a whole treats 

Coutinho’s process of transparency uncritically and does not seek to explore how 

strategies applied during pre-production or editing dramatically impact how communities 

and individuals are made visible in a final product. Lins works hints at the “struggle of 

visuality” in action and shows flashes of it, but does little to truly reveal it. 
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CHAPTER 1 - THE PLAYING FIELD 

As scholars like Freire-Medeiros (2009) and Beatriz Jaguaribe (2011) have 

observed, the carioca favela has now entered a central place in the Brazilian national 

imaginary. For producers and directors, the weight of this imaginary can be profound. 

When compared to other locations where violence or poverty might be dominant themes, 

non-fiction favela film (which is now considered its own genre) comes with its own 

distinctive historical, logistical, and filmic baggage. Like cultural products more 

generally, content creation in favelas is influenced by and serves to reproduce the 

aesthetics and tropes of similar cultural products to come before it. To paraphrase 

Bourdieu (1996), everyone is copying everyone else.  

Arguably, few works have done more to influence this “canon” than the 

commercial success of fiction films like Cidade de Deus (Fernando Meirelles, 2002), 

placing them in a privileged position in that pantheon. The commonplaceness of works 

that depict the favela as “tropical-cool” (Jaguaribe 2011, 343), complete with a 

hyperrealist shooting style and fast-paced editing – what Ivana Bentes famously calls a 

”cosmetic of hunger” (2003) owe a debt of gratitude to Cidade de Deus for popularizing 

such aesthetics and proving their commercial viability3. Such success and visibility 

creates incentives to recreate this imaginary given audience and producer expectations to 

see that imaginary reproduced in a form of visual shorthand. Producers are encouraged to 

rely upon visual tropes in their own depiction of favelas, ranging from fast paced scenes 

of violence and drug trafficking, children flying kites and playing soccer, labyrinthine 

alleyways and majestic views of the mountains, bush and sea contrasted against scenes of 

                                                
3 While such stylization is new, the prominence of these representations in Brazilian cinema has a 
foundation in Rocha’s “aesthetics of hunger” (1997) of Brazil’s Cinema Novo movement in the 1960s and 
1970s, which broke with traditional representations of Brazilian social life and emphasized themes of 
poverty, hunger, and violence, providing some of the first cinematic representations of the favela.  
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abject poverty. Such tropes are signifiers for this imaginary and embody implicit 

references to the favela film canon.  

Pressures from the production sphere can be met with complimentary or 

contradictory pressures from stakeholders within communities where filming will take 

place. Given their subordinate position in the production hierarchy, community 

stakeholders and authorities may establish both carrots (access) and sticks (threats of 

violence or withdrawal of protection) for production personnel as a means of influencing 

content in broad strokes. Between the pressures applied by production stakeholders and 

community stakeholders, production personnel work to negotiate content in the most 

efficient manner they can. While much academic energy has been devoted to interpreting 

the fruits of these negotiations (the film texts), contestation within the production space 

itself has not received the same level of inquiry. This is a glaring omission within the 

scholarship that I seek to address, as it is precisely this negotiation that both determines 

and influences the final texts. 

The combination of the physical logistics of shooting in perceived violent and 

poor contexts combined with the “burden of the imaginary” creates a series of incentive 

structures that transform the favela into a contested space of production resulting in 

common strategies of production and contestation that tend to bias particular types of 

representations. Key incentive structures emerging from this research are the channels of 

power as they play out through both hierarchies within the favela and within the crew, the 

impacts of violence, and the impacts of topography and location.  

Interestingly, the advent of pacification has proven to be very destabilizing for 

many of these structures, with dramatic implications for production processes and content 

creation, rewriting geographies of production within the city and causing production 

personnel to reformulate their standard operating procedures. Understanding how these 

structures incentivize certain types of production and interact with each other is key to 
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understanding why particular types of representations are both produced and reproduced 

in non-fiction video.  

POWER AND MEDIATION 

As Bourdieu reminds us, any “field” is a structured social space made up of both 

dominators and the dominated that are constantly competing for limited resources: 

Constant, permanent relationships of inequality operate inside this space, which at 
the same time becomes a space in which the various actors struggle for the 
transformation or preservation of the field. All the individuals in this universe 
bring to the competition all the (relative) power at their disposal. It is this power 
that defines their position in the field and as a result, their strategies (1996, 40).  

As Hamburger points out (2005, 2007), visuality itself is a limited resource that must be 

struggled for; making the field of production hardly an exception. The nature of 

filmmaking as a collaborative process means that no individual holds absolute power in 

the process of content creation. However, it would also be a mistake to treat stakeholders 

as institutionally autonomous. Rather, stakeholder relations and content negotiation are 

constrained along the lines of Bourdieu’s  “symbolic domination” of the media (1991). 

Such symbolic domination is not censorship in any absolute sense, though its impact is 

most often to encourage self-censorship. Furthermore, the nature of non-fiction 

production as a heterogenous field, and thus heavily reliant upon widespread 

collaboration makes it especially responsive to these pressures. As Amaral and Monteiro 

point out:  

These forms of censorship are worsened by the fact that the journalists’ market is 
saturated, in other words, there is a very strong market reserve that forces the 
journalist – especially the younger journalists – to think twice before disobeying 
an order (Amaral & Monteiro 2011, 77). 

Issues of negotiating with governments and local stakeholders can provide 

challenging obstacles in the best of conditions, but these challenges are exaggerated when 

shooting in conflicts or violent situations. During the El Salvador civil war, 

anthropologist Marc Pedelty observed foreign war correspondents at work, ultimately 
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detailing how both the US embassy and Salvadoran military and government forces 

collectively constrained autonomous journalistic inquiry through the same set of carrots 

and sticks – access and violence – a practice of constraint and control (1995). 

Pedelty argues that the factors that influenced the ability of a journalist to report 

were largely based upon their own ability to navigate local politics, the disposition of 

local authorities, specifics of recent events, and a reporter’s institutional status (1995, 33).  

For example, the Salvadoran military effectively controlled the flow of information via 

salvoconducto or “safe conduct” passes that they issued to reporters to travel into 

“conflict” areas which made it almost impossible for reporters to cover news as it was 

breaking (Pedelty 1995, 41-42).  In turn, the US embassy could withhold the carrot of 

press access to ensure favorable coverage, knowing full well that reporters were 

frequently dependent on statements from embassy officials as a precondition for 

publication.  

While circumstances can vary based on the stakeholders and security environment 

within each location, Pedelty’s El Salvador model of constraint and control is quite 

similar to that imposed by both police and traficantes in many favelas. These constraints 

have to be navigated by production personnel through a series of “unwritten rules”. In 

one form or another, these rules were consciously or unconsciously followed by nearly 

everyone with whom I spoke. Indeed, this is a process that happens amongst productions 

of almost all scales – Consuelo Lins (2001) describes the importance of these 

relationships in her work on Babilônia 2000 (Eduardo Coutinho, 2000), and though it 

was hardly a documentary, neither director Spike Lee nor Michael Jackson were exempt 

from infamously paying egregious sums to secure drug traffickers’ permissions during 

the production of “They don’t really care about us” in the Santa Marta favela (Freire-

Medeiros, 2009). 

Whereas in many war zones, access is structured primarily through legal 

channels, in Rio’s favelas, access is via extralegal hierarchies. For a crew to be able to 
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shoot inside a favela, they almost always need to have a local fixer or guide who is tied 

into the local power structure. During pre-production meetings with residents’ 

associations or drug lords, crews often have to fully disclose their intended project goals 

and content in order to have access approved. Stories relating to violence or drugs are 

very rarely sanctioned, and yet have appeared quite frequently in the past decade 

nonetheless. Such influences might be publicly condemned by journalists or 

documentarians, but the fear generated through such a system seems to be a tremendous 

motivating factor in driving content. Indeed, in the case of non-fiction video production 

in Rio de Janeiro, fear and violence are the main two sticks used by stakeholders in 

regulating access to the favela. 

It is unlikely that any reporter or crew member operating in Rio de Janeiro today 

is unfamiliar with the macabre story of Tim Lopes who was discovered in the midst of an 

undercover investigation in the Vila Cruzeiro favela in 2002. His captors tortured and 

then summarily executed Lopes via microondas or “microwaving”. Gasoline-filled tires 

were placed around his body, lit on fire, and then left to burn him alive. Such gruesome 

acts are symbolic domination writ large upon the consciousness of the media, what 

Rossana Reguillo refers to as a violence which is at once a “phantasmagoric presence” 

and an expressive sign of power (2011). Violence thus decoded serves to differentiate and 

isolate the space of the favela as operating under a different set of rules from the formal 

city. Regardless of the actual level of violence in any given site, symbolic dominance is 

maintained through the perception of this ubiquitous, phantasmagoric presence. Multiple 

interviewees offered up the story of Lopes, now more than a decade old, as a cautionary 

tale for why the rules aren’t broken. As a rule, based on their comments to me, content 

producers in favelas work under the following implied constraints:  

1. Don’t openly criticize individuals in authority.  

2. Don’t shoot individuals engaged in illegal behavior. 

3. Follow the script – shoot what you said and where you said. 
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4. And lastly, Tim Lopes’s fatal mistake: always get permission before you shoot.  

The fact that the Lopes story is still seen as a cautionary tale, even ten years later 

in an era of pacification is a testament to the impact and power of symbolic domination in 

influencing production processes. The violence need not actually exist on a day-to-day 

purpose to achieve this impact – the fear that it generates as a phantasmagoric force 

demands compliance even if its actual effects are not as palpable.  

POLITICS OF THE FAVELA, POLITICS OF THE PRODUTORA 

Within the favela, access is typically mediated through a series of parallel 

hierarchies: those of the favela and those of the “produtora”, or production house. 

Though pacification and the presence of militias has changed this structure somewhat4, in 

favelas controlled by drug cartels, the traficante typically has the ultimate say on whether 

a piece can be produced or not. Given the clandestine nature of the position, access to the 

boss is provided indirectly via a lawyer, residents’ association, NGO, or in at least one 

documented case, mother of a militia leader (Wheeler 2009b, 100). These all serve to 

provide additional layers of mediation and individuals who must be sold on the potential 

worthiness of any project before it is approved for shooting within the community. 

Coordinating this approval process is a “fixer” - an industry term for a local 

producer or coordinator who is familiar with the unique legal and logistical challenges of 

a given shooting environment. Fixers typically need to receive permission for a shoot 

from community stakeholders – such as an NGO based in the community, the favela’s 

residents’ association, or the head of the area’s criminal element (or UPP, a “Pacifying 

Police Unit” force). While fixers can get direct approval from an NGO or Residents’ 

                                                
4 In favelas, militias are criminal enterprises that are formed by amalgamations of police, military, or other 
civilians. They claim to offer residents protections from drug cartels for a fee and controls access to some 
services, like electricity and gas. As with drug cartels, militias maintain control through violence and 
operate primarily to make money. In 2010, roughly 45% of Rio’s approximately 1071 favelas (Lima, 2013) 
were controlled by militias, up from 12% in 2005. (Romero and Barnes, 2012) At the time of writing, 
around 34 favelas were considered “pacified”, approximately 3%. The impacts of this on production will be 
discussed in detail later on. 
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association, such access is conditional at best –a crew is unlikely to be bothered while 

accompanied by a representative of these stakeholders, but the tenuous access can be 

revoked by someone more highly positioned. 

A similar hierarchy is mirrored on the side of the produtora. Again, the exact 

details of this hierarchy can vary greatly depending on a project’s format and intended 

distribution, but at the very top is typically an executive producer at a network (or studio) 

level who is in charge of giving a final approval to all content being produced on her or 

his watch. This oversight is then mediated through varying levels of executive producers, 

series producers, and lower producers, culminating in a field producer or associate 

producer who will collaborate directly with a fixer in the field. Like in a game of 

“telephone”, at each stage in this process intended content is reinterpreted and re-

mediated by lower personnel (SEE FIGURE 1 BELOW). While individuals bring their 

own ideas and biases with them in this trickle down mediation, they do so in a way that is 

constantly opened up to reinterpretation.  Feijão, a sound recordist who works between 

Rio de Janeiro and London remarks on his own experiences trying to produce a 

documentary for PBS: 

First of all, the money comes from PBS, so the fact is already I can’t be unbiased 
because I have a sponsor. And I can’t be unbiased because I am a person and I 
have culture and I have influence and I have morals and I have all sorts of things 
that comes from being a human, so I’m biased. And then you bring all those 
different aspects to people, together everybody has their own individuality and 
biases on them, you, what you create, it’s a very Frankenstein form of working. 

It is at this point, amidst this Frankensteinian collaboration that the majority of 

content for a shoot is established. The importance of the fixer in this hotly contested 

process really cannot be understated, as they are frequently the produtora’s only eyes and 

ears on the ground during this stage. Decisions about casting extras, finding locations, 

and the inclusion of potential story tangents are frequently made at a fixer’s discretion. 
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Figure 1 - Author’s map of hierarchy flow among produtora and community stakeholders 
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Later, a fixer might be called in to assist with fact checking or ensuring that a 

final product is aligned with local understanding. In one instance reported in interview, a 

producer for a show sent the fixer a copy of the planned script for a food and travel show. 

The producer wrote that he wanted the host of the show to “go ... to the favela... to meet 

up with the local ‘Boss’ (drug lord/mayor) and share a meal at his home." The fixer 

responded:  

Just one point about the idea of a Drug Lord or Mayor. The favelas have been 
pacified so in theory there should no longer be a Drug Lord. There are no mayors 
in the favela. Drug traffickers in the favelas are dangerous, violent criminals. 
They torture journalists, one for 3 days, burned him in a tire and dumped his body 
in the forest. They don't want to be filmed. Please consider this a serious subject - 
and not a "funny character”.  

According to the fixer, the production company did not press the point afterwards, 

but she thought their request ludicrous. This knowledgeable role makes the fixer an 

extremely important mediator and gatekeeper throughout the production process. In 

addition to keeping a crew in check, and making sure that they don’t depart too much 

from the agreement with the community, the fixer essentially serves the role of a cultural 

translator, bridging the huge gap between the ignorance of the production crew and the 

nuances of local conditions. Several remarked to me that they know what a production 

company is looking for in a location before the production company is even able to 

describe it. In serving this task, they are aware of favela imaginaries and can play a role 

in either reifying or dismantling images of the favela that already exist.  

SYMBIOSIS AND NEGOTIATION 

Most production personnel I spoke with saw the interests of residents’ 

associations as located around one of two polarized goals: either (1) the promotion of 

media which reshaped and repositioned their community as part of the formal city (by 

highlighting the community’s new infrastructure, social services, cleanliness and joie de 

vivre) or (2) by embracing the classic imaginary of the favela, documenting and 
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exaggerating problems related to a lack of basic services and infrastructure.  The hope of 

the latter strategy was that communities could use video as a tool to reach out to 

municipal authorities in a position to implement policy or funding changes. For example, 

after a major rockslide in Rocinha left several people dead and many homes destroyed, 

individuals within the residents’ association felt stymied by the local government’s 

unwillingness to install preventive barracades. Zé, a fixer and former president of the 

Rocinha residents’ associations, told me that the community’s response was to invite in a 

documentary film crew to depict the destruction and use film to take the issue to the level 

of the asfalto.  

Residents’ associations are aware that such productions can serve as valuable PR 

for local initiatives that they are already pursuing independently of the production 

company’s presence. Such uses of video mirror Wheeler’s observations of participatory 

video in favelas being used as a tool to successfully pressure municipal offices to provide 

infrastructure and engage in a dialogue with the communities (2009). As Feijão relates it: 

I would use the analogy that it’s like, when you have a party in your home and 
you bring in guests you normally don’t show your bedroom because its normally 
the messiest place in your house. You tend to clean your living room, put all the 
junk in your bedroom close the door and keep it hidden away from the vision 
because you don’t want to be perceived as a messy person . . . but if I want to 
clean my house and I’m bringing a cleaner to my home, I’m going to show them 
the dirtiest place that I can find because I want to get rid of it. 

For a symbiotic relationship to develop between producers and community 

stakeholders, the goals of the produtora must be in tandem with the goals of the 

stakeholders. Infrastructure needs aside, community stakeholders tended to push back 

against pieces that contributed to an imaginary that gratuitously portrayed their 

community in what they perceived as a negative light. Producers cannot outright oppose 

the goals of a residents’ association because stakeholders hold a trump card in being able 

to withhold access. Yet these stakeholders ultimately remain at a disadvantage in content 

negotiations because producers can almost always find another suitable location more 
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willing to host the shoot, or manipulate content during the editing process. Such a 

landscape creates incentives for negotiating content and approaches. 

 Stakeholders maintain symbolic domination during filming through the threat of 

ejection, backed up by implied threats of violence or the removal of protections.  

Departure from this course of action is met with both internal and external sanctions, 

ranging from threats and confiscation of footage to being abandoned by drivers or local 

crew, who often have a better understanding of what’s at stake. Some of the production 

personnel I spoke with commented that they regularly felt obligated to play back footage 

for traffickers or residents’ associations so that they could prove they were “playing by 

the rules”. As Feijão reflects, “I can’t accuse them of purposely misleading me as I go out 

in the community, I can only say that they are doing their job. If whatever I do will inflict 

damage on the community somehow, they are there to protect it.” 

Personnel have developed strategies to mitigate these suspicions through 

lipservice to stakeholder authority. Rodrigo, a cameraman, expressed frustration about a 

shoot he was on pertaining to municipal infrastructure. While shooting a video on 

pavement repairs, he found himself surrounded by fogueteiros, lookouts, who wouldn’t 

permit him to shoot any general shots or panoramas of the neighborhood. At the end of 

the day, Rodrigo had a surplus of footage of just different angles of the pavement, and he 

still had to play it back to the group before they would trust him. Though the experience 

was frustrating, Rodrigo said that such rituals were part of the line of work for production 

personnel to be able to operate with less supervision on future shoots.  

On another occasion, Rodrigo needed to shoot a piece that he knew a traficante 

would not directly approve. Instead he approached the neighborhood’s residents’ 

association and secured their permission instead. While this move was a bit risky as the 

strategy could have backfired or created internal rifts, it demonstrates a positioning on 

both sides to work internal politics as part of the negotiation process.  
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Content negotiations in the process of nonfiction video productions play out as 

both the produtora and local stakeholders try to find common ground on which to build a 

working relationship. Individuals on either side of the equation utilize an understanding 

of politics to improve their position at the table. For stakeholders, this involves 

strategically working productions into their community goals. The more likely 

stakeholder objectives dovetail with the objectives of the produtora, the more influence 

stakeholders can likely yield over the final product.  

ON CAMERA 

With few exceptions, in the formal city individuals are more or less autonomous 

in deciding whether or not to collaborate in a production and appear on camera. However, 

in many favelas, residents experience an added constraint from the symbolic domination 

of a community’s stakeholders – making them unlikely to appear in a production without 

the approval of a local authority. Several production personnel mentioned that on their 

productions, casting would be conducted in tandem with a residents’ association or NGO 

as part of the pre-production process. For community stakeholders, filtering those who 

will represent the community on camera makes for an effective means of negotiating the 

final content and censoring potentially dissenting voices. As Feijão relates:  

The censor may sometimes not be directly in your face while you’re filming, but 
it could be happening before you even sit down and start the interview. Because 
[the association or NGO] have already discussed the matter and pre-arranged 
what they’re going to talk about.  And they choose the people . . . the fact is that 
they choose certain people that they want . . . it’s a common form of censorship, 
no matter what. They’re not going to get someone out there who will upset the 
status quo.  

Many production personnel noticed that this hesitancy to criticize authorities 

extended even into productions in pacified favelas, as potential interview subjects neither 

felt comfortable speaking openly about the newly installed authority of the UPP, nor the 

recently dispatched traficantes whose current lack of power seemed impermanent, further 

demonstrating the impact of the symbolic domination of phantasmagoric violence in 
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establishing lines between acceptable and inacceptable content. In the experience of Tião, 

a fixer and driver for a major international wire service:  

If I want to speak about security or violence, [residents] are not going to speak. 
Now – they’ll speak about just about anything else, depending on the 
circumstances. Those who are embarrassed [to be seen living in the community] 
won’t speak, but if I want to talk about any other subject that isn’t violence 
involving a traficante or the police . . . they’ll talk. There’s no problem.5  

Such strategies seek to reduce depictions of the favela to human interest stories, 

what Bourdieu refers to as a “political vacuum” that depoliticizes and reduces what goes 

on in the world (1991, 51). Such stories reduce reporting to the level of mass appeal, only 

engaging in politics in non-overt ways that tend to open space for superficial compliance 

with the status quo rather than engaged criticism, serving stakeholder interests to not rock 

the boat. 

Among residents there is also an implicit understanding of the aforementioned 

“rules”, and, as Rodrigo has witnessed, an unwillingness to transgress them within the 

space of the favela. Rodrigo found that in most instances, to elicit this sort of politicized 

content from interviewees, it was necessary to first extract them from the space of the 

favela. After being taken outside of this space, interviewees would request speaking with 

their face obscured or their voice distorted in “vozinho pato”6. This response appears to 

be consistent regardless of a project’s intended distribution. In Wheeler’s research in 

participatory video in favelas she observed the same hesitancy to approach these subject 

matters, observing that “the medium of video required a scaling back of risk in what 

people said and portrayed” (2009, 13). 

More generally, within the process of casting a documentary, there is a bias 

towards individuals who are the most camera-ready, require the least amount of editing, 

and can deliver the best “bites” without additional direction. As has been observed 

                                                
5 Translation my own. 
6 Voice modulation. Literally “Duckie Voice” 
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previously  (Nichols 1991, Boo 2012) this creates a bias towards individuals who tend to 

be better educated or otherwise already in positions of relative power, resulting in what  

journalist Katherine Boo calls a “lopsided cosmos” (2012). Depending on the 

requirements of the produtora or stakeholders, this lopsided cosmos may include only 

individuals who already speak fluent English (or some other foreign language), fit some 

target aesthetic, or who have connections to existing power brokers within the favela.  

An American producer, Scott, who has lived in Rio de Janeiro for the past two 

decades, described his frustration in working on a participatory video project with a 

group of garbage collectors in Jardim Gramacho. Scott felt that the project essentially 

became highjacked by individuals who were already well positioned within the 

Asociação de Catadores de Aterro Municipal de Jardim Gramacho (ACAMJG). 

Individuals who already were in powerful positions and accustomed to speaking ad hoc 

generally felt the most comfortable appearing on camera and pulling from their ready-

made sound bites. 

Unsurprisingly, when Brazilian artist Vik Muniz made his feature documentary 

about Jardim Gramacho, Lixo Extraordinário (Lucy Walker, Karen Harley & João 

Jardim, 2010), Scott said that he saw the same charismatic individuals from his film 

appearing in key roles in the Muniz documentary. These individuals were later able to 

translate these experiences into additional interviews and talk show appearances, which 

only served to heighten their camera-readiness.  In instances like these, documentary can 

serve to highlight and potentially exaggerate power hierarchies that already exist within a 

community. 

Implications of Race 

While the produtora needs individuals who are camera-ready on a given subject, 

there is almost always an implicit racial and class dimension to this casting process. 

When the option exists, the produtora searches for on-screen talent that will not 
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contradict established imaginaries of the favela as a place at once racially diverse and yet 

ultimately dark-skinned. In Tavares Bastos, where its historic positioning as a base for 

BOPE7 has long left the community drug-violence free, there is even an informal casting 

agency to cater to this demand.  

One fixer I spoke with, Danaisy, used the agency frequently as a means of 

connecting residents from the favela with directors who were looking for “favela types” 

that traditional casting agencies in Rio would typically exclude.  Such a “favela type” 

presumably encompasses not only individuals with a lower class “look” but also 

encompassing the sort of racial phenotypes not typically privileged by your average 

carioca modeling agency.  

In another instance, a hosted program needed a translator to appear on-screen 

alongside the TV presenter in Rocinha. Despite the crew having a white translator on 

hand, the director wanted to bring in someone he said “looked like he would fit in the 

community”. The fixer found a dark-skinned translator that the director ended up using.  

The fear, presumably, was that a white translator would have just felt “out of 

place” to audiences, and broken with the imaginary and thus the authenticity of the 

experience. In both these cases above, the “favela type” becomes a coded shorthand to 

describe darker-skinned individuals, acknowledging that favelas are fundamentally dark-

skinned places while paying lip service to the Brazil’s ideals of “racial democracy”. 

Given this positioning of “the favela type” as somehow other than an average Brazilian 

model, one imagines such bodies become sought after precisely because they would seem 

out of place in Ipanema or Leblon.  This distinction between the “favela type” and the 

“model type” parallels spatial distinctions of the morro and asfalto in both the “real 

world” and the imaginary, while re-encoding them as part of the favela imaginary.  

                                                
7 Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais. “Special Police Operations Battalion”, a special forces unit 
under Rio’s State Military Police that specializes in swat-like operations in densely packed urban 
environments, like many favelas.  
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ON SET 

Licia Valladares has highlighted and critiqued the narrow field of focus within 

academia’s gaze towards specific favelas at the exclusion of others (2005). This has led 

to a lopsided representation of the field in academy that tends to bias the Zona Sul and 

Rocinha as a site of study above other favelas, and the favela as a site of study above 

forms of lower class communities within Rio de Janeiro. My own research has attempted 

to sidestep this pitfall by focusing on different communities in locations throughout the 

city, with a common factor for inquiry being the presence of some form of non-fiction 

production. Interview informants were asked to outline specific communities where their 

experiences had taken place. When they provide specific locations, they are always 

mentioned in this research, but it is worth nothing that they also frequently generalized 

their experiences under as essentialized amalgamated “favela”.  

That said, the spatial biases that Valladares highlights within the gaze of academia 

clearly repeat themselves within the gaze of production as well. Interviews suggest that 

the imaginary of the favela is largely represented by just a handful of spaces. As the 

physical locations represented on screen become part of the imaginary, the reproduction 

of that imaginary requires revisiting those spaces, or similar spaces, creating a self-

fulfilling prophecy. Individual favelas which do not meet the criteria, imagery, or 

convenience necessary to recreate that imaginary are excluded from representation and 

become shut off from visibility, further solidifying the uniformity of images within the 

imaginary. The result is the creation of a certain, limited, mediatic favela geography that 

emerges from these lopsided representations, one that establishes the favela as existing on 

a hilly location overlooking the sea or the jungle, full of alleys and terraced rooftops from 

which the neighborhood children fly kites. Such geographies add a stamp of authenticity 

to the imaginaries of what Freire-Medeiros calls “the traveling favela” (2009) and the 

global favela brand.  
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There are numerous incentive structures at work here, from questions of distance 

from the hotel to shooting fees, but the two biggest criteria determining shooting location 

are whether producers feel like they can get the shots they need and whether achieving 

those shots will be safe. This makes the role of a community’s perceived safety and its 

topography to be the two most important criteria considered by the produtora in 

considering a location.  

IMPACTS OF SECURITY & PACIFICATION 

One of the most basic considerations for the produtora is whether or not crew and 

equipment will be physically safe on set.  Securing permission to shoot has always been a 

common barrier to access in favela films. The process of pacification in Rio has changed 

this dynamic dramatically by creating greater apertures to sidestep this process outside of 

the traditional extra-legal channels. According to Feijão:  

You used to send a notice ahead, weeks in advance, that you were going to be 
doing a shoot and you used to give money to the drug dealers . . . And then now, 
it’s changed dramatically. You don’t tell the police what you you’re going to do, 
but you use the police force as subcontractors for a security force. They all work 
for the police force, but they go in with you side by side.  

Feijão reports that prior to pacification, it was rare for production crews to notify 

the police – at best they would be told that police couldn’t guarantee the crew’s safety, at 

worst, the police would use the crew as a premise to invade. For producers, pacification 

has changed the role of the police from potential antagonist to quasi-crew member, with 

potential implications for the crew’s interactions with residents now that police presence 

is a given.  

For this reason, some producers now eschew the police entirely. Danaisy said that 

she always preferred to work with a local contact in lieu of bringing in the police force – 

the former for her were much more reliable guarantors of security. Tião emphasized this 

point with a cautionary tale, relating the fate of El País reporter, Francho Barón. In 2009, 

Barón was kidnapped while conducting a report in the supposedly pacified Morro dos 
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Macacos. Tião believed that because Barón was a foreigner, nothing happened to him, 

but that he was roughed up and threatened before being released in order to “scare him 

straight” – another example of phantasmagoric violence maintaining patterns of 

domination, even in a post-pacified favela.  

Tavares Bastos is a familiar site of fiction production, hosting shoots for novelas, 

a music video for Snoop Dog, even “The Incredible Hulk” (Louis Leterrier, 2008), almost 

exclusively because of its safety record. The favela has been the historic home to the 

headquarters of BOPE and has been functionally pacified for many years as a result8. 

Tião says that pacified favelas can present a huge draw to producers:  

Pacified favelas have shoots almost every day. Lately, there’s always been 
someone inside of a favela, telling a story, shooting material. Everyone’s coming 
to [Complexo do] Alemão today – Michael Phelps, Prince Harry. It used to be, 
nobody would come. 

Yet, given that only 34 out of 1,071 census-identified favelas have been occupied 

by UPPs (Lima, 2013), this preference makes problematic questions of which spaces are 

made visible and which are not, which communities can contribute to representations and 

imaginaries of the favela and which must remain silent. While it makes visible previously 

ignored communities, it also distills the number of communities where production is 

likely to occur. 

While pacification has dramatically improved access for production crews, 

making it much easier for them to enter a community without the layers of negotiation 

and bureaucracy as in the past, without local contacts, production personnel still feel that 

they can’t enter even pacified favelas.  Though pacification has encouraged production to 

concentrate in a smaller number of communities and even resulted in a dramatic increase 

in visibility for communities previously ignored in the media, it still necessitates 

processes of collaboration and negotiation. Nevertheless, pacification has resulted in an 

                                                
8 It’s presumably this level of security and popularity with filmmakers that has allowed it to develop the 
aforementioned informal casting agency. 
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explosion of content creation by external producers in previously inaccessible spaces. As 

production migrates to document these spaces, it seems likely that the mediatic favela 

landscape will evolve as well to incorporate previously invisible communities – like 

Complexo do Alemão - into the favela brand.  

SECURITY AND TOPOGRAPHY 

The exigencies of media distribution and consumption as a whole tend to favor 

sensationalism over the mundane or boring (Pedelty 1995, Waterson 2007, Bourdieu 

1996). Media about favelas does not appear to present an exception to the rule. Many 

produtoras regularly seeks out images of violence in their production of favela images as 

they form a basis for both the collective global favela imaginary and within the implicit 

favela brand.  

Danaisy, who produces as well as fixes, reported that after drug lords were 

removed from several favelas, she had a hard time selling favela story ideas to 

broadcasters because the topic of favelas was “so a few years ago”. In her work, she 

found that foreign production houses in particular wanted to focus on elements of danger 

and violence in their reporting – even in feature stories. In an era of pacification, when 

the old narratives of merciless drug lords running favelas as private kingdoms is no 

longer as feasible to shoot, these transformations in the logistics of shooting favelas may 

result in changing imaginaries as pressure to sell violence through the cosmetics of 

hunger become increasingly less feasible.  

In the past, media in Rio has responded by ramping up their coverage in the wake 

of violent events, relying upon emotionalized representations and war mêmes. Leu 

explains, that: 

 "because these events are ‘beyond rationale’ – unable to be expressed within the 
parameters of accepted codes of social intelligibility – the press has allowed 
photographs and the emotional and subjective testimonies of witnesses to fill the 
vacuum. “ (2004, 543). 
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Such stories are undoubtedly news, but this newsworthiness alone doesn’t explain 

the popularity or endurance of these mêmes. Rather, such reporting elevates the violence 

and conflict between police and traffickers to a heightened level, and plays it up for 

drama. Among crews there is a tension between the need to document violence and the 

physical practicalities of shooting video.   

Video in particular has various built-in obstructions that make its use in hostile 

situations difficult. The equipment is large and heavy, making it difficult to get in and out 

of volatile or remote situations easily. Production of any substantive quality requires at 

least a skeleton crew, and unlike photographs (which are relatively easy to sort and edit) 

video requires a well-paid editor to sift through footage by hand. In favelas bulky 

broadcast cameras are frequently confused at distance with assault rifles by both the UPP 

and criminal elements, adding an additional security concern for producers. Such 

obstacles incentivize a crew to get in and out quickly, which in turn encourages a 

superficial representation of events.  

These obstacles limit the spaces from which crews can report. When foreign 

journalists go into favelas in Rio they are typically required to wear bullet-proof vests  -  

not by the police, but by their agencies. During the pacification of Rocinha, Reuters 

prohibited its video crews from entering the favela to document events as they unfolded – 

it was a matter of corporate policy.  

Fixers reported to me that their drivers have no qualms about leaving a crew 

behind if they go off script and start shooting something they are not supposed to. Crew 

members are told this in advance by their fixers as a reminder of the implicit violence 

behind the symbolic domination of local stakeholders. Crews know violence may come 

from militias or police as well. Individuals I spoke with were aware of the danger of a 

“bala perdida” if they shot the police doing something they weren’t meant to see. Says 
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Tião, “Police feel like they’re the president here, ‘ela que manda’9. When there’s a 

journalist around, they have to behave properly around the residents - they can’t assault 

them. When there’s no journalist, the police do as they please. They’re violent”10.  

Between a perceived Scylla and Charybdis, the response of producers is to err on 

the side of extreme caution. This means that the most violent spaces and situations are 

least likely to receive documentation from a crew. As previously mentioned, unlike the 

light and portable cameras used in still photography, any sort of professional filmmaking 

still requires relatively bulky setups – at a bare minimum, a camera, tripod, portable field 

audio setup, and a 2-3 person crew. Crews tend to avoid going too high into a favela, 

where escape could be complicated, and don’t go too far from their cars, as carrying 

equipment by hand slows them down. Unfamiliar streets can disorient them, and at a 

distance and in the open, crews can both be perceived as fighters, and thus very 

vulnerable to gunfire from those higher up in a community. As a result there are actually 

very few spaces within a favela which many crews are willing to shoot in, dramatically 

minimizing the potential spaces, individuals, and “realities” that can be made visible.  

When a police helicopter was shot down in Morro dos Macacos, journalists 

swarmed in to document events as they unfolded. This intention abruptly collided with 

the reality that none of the TV crews were equipped to actually enter the favela, which 

was in a state of war. Tião was coordinating the work of a major international wire 

service at the time, and observed: 

When they had this big battle between the favelas and the police – that was the 
time that the journalists finally got near by. But they didn’t enter, they stayed at 
the entrance to the favela because it just didn’t make sense to go in – the danger 
was really heightened11.  

In responding to this tension, crews have developed strategies for representing 

violence without actually having to documenting events as they unfold firsthand. In lieu 
                                                
9 She who commands. 
10 Translation my own. 
11 Translation my own. 
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of actually entering Morro dos Macacos, crews huddled around the entrance and relied 

heavily upon wide shots, B-ROLL (general shots) of the military, and aerial shots to 

cover what was happening inside. Producers utilized “pieces to camera” by reporters and 

voiceover narration to fill in missing content. In other scenarios it has been common for 

crew to document the aftermath – filming bullet holes or showing the outline of where a 

dead body was present just a day before.  

Such strategies serve to open what Bill Nichols refers to as a “lacuna in 

historiographic space”. “We are left with a window onto the world where once there was 

a presence. The window stands in for that presence, representing it as presence in 

absentia” (1991, 90). The result is the production of a text which can never actually 

depict violence, but is always removed from the actual acts of violence in either time or 

space, and read through a phantasmagoric, metonymic language of violence. Violence 

holds a spectral presence which is felt, but never seen. 

Image 1 - B-ROLL of bullet holes alludes to a phantasmagoric violence that need not 
actually be present or actively depicted. 
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Production personnel are constrained by both the exigencies of production and the 

topography of many favela spaces, and therefore find themselves with limited access to 

documenting violence in communities. As such, crews have little choice but to decrease 

the depth of their coverage and rely more heavily upon general shots, platitudes, and 

voiceover. Even if crews wanted to, the produtora is rarely willing to allow more in-depth 

coverage. Such risk averseness extends even to situations where risk is only perceived. 

The result is an incentive structure that favors communities or spaces within communities 

with a reputation for safety, justifying production processes where a thicker layer of 

mediation is almost inevitable.  

IMPACTS OF TOPOGRAPHY 

The exigencies of production also create structures that incentivize shooting in 

areas possessing particular terrain characteristics. Due to the nature of low-budget 

production there is significant pressure from the produtora to make it in and out of a 

location as quickly as possible. Outside of the security implications of traveling with 

video equipment, the topography of many communities is not very video friendly. 

Hauling equipment up steep hills and narrow streets is very physically demanding with 

camera equipment, and requires bringing on extra crew to help carry everything and keep 

an eye on it when not in use. This is especially true in situations where the only access 

may be on foot and might require several flights of stairs. Chaotic, organic street plans 

make it easy for a camera crew to get lost, making them even more dependent on a local 

contact or guide. This is a concern that many of Tião’s produtora clients have:  

Favelas have alleys, passageways that you don’t know where they’re going to 
lead . . . so a journalist goes in and it’s a labyrinth, they’d get lost, they’d be there 
with a camera in their hands, microphone in their hands, they could be confused 
as having a weapon. Even the police could end up shooting them – imagine the 
tragedy that could take place12. 

                                                
12 Translation my own. 
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 In many spaces, wider streets peter out the higher up one goes, making 

transporting gear a gruelingly manual endeavor that many crews would rather avoid. Zé, 

a former president of the Rocinha residents’ association and guide who has worked on 

dozens of productions in Rocinha has said that because of this, he has never once had a 

crew shoot up inside Rocinha in the highest, most inaccessible places. Hauling equipment 

to the top of the Rocinha would easily take the better part of an hour and be physically 

strenuous, providing a major disincentive against the endeavor if a similar shot can be 

achieved elsewhere. As an alternative, every crew that Zé has worked with either shoots 

in the area immediately near the entrance of Rocinha or on a private rooftop in the 

vicinity of the entrance in order to get wide shots of the community. Through the lens of 

these crews and the logic of production, a bustling community of 300,000 people gets 

reduced on screen to encompass the space of a few blocks. 

Everybody loves Rocinha 

This is particularly relevant in a place like Rocinha, which seems to be 

disproportionately represented in non-fiction media because of its scenic surrounds, 

newly pacified status and relative ease of access from the Zona Sul13. Rocinha has 

already achieved an almost iconic position in the imaginary of the favela, achieving the 

designation of official tourist attraction of Rio de Janeiro in 2006. The law that 

established this status justified it under the following terms: 

Versatile, multicolored, and with a soul of its own. Rocinha is like that . . . 
considered one of the most urbanized favelas in Rio de Janeiro . . . Rocinha has 
several peculiar points of attractiveness, not to mention the privileged location: 
green forest, smooth-surfaced hills, the beach and a strong feeling of community . 
. .  Someone who knows Rio can attest that Rocinha is a privileged place (Freire-
Medeiros 2009, 583-4). 

                                                
13 Though Tião has asserted that from a news production perspective, the favelas of the Zona Sul are not 
necessarily more accessible than elsewhere in the city – rather because of the more extreme topography, 
they are frequently more difficult for a crew to navigate. 
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All irony aside regarding Rocinha’s designation by city officials as a “privileged 

place”, it’s notable that this particularly superlative community has come to embody in 

some ways an iconic imaginary of the favela in media representations. Indeed, Danaisy 

refers to Rocinha as “the Beverly Hills of favelas”. Frequently, Rocinha’s positioning as 

a site of non-fiction production does not occur because crews set out specifically to 

document stories about Rocinha, but because Rocinha fulfills the checklist of things the 

produtora is looking for and embodies the “favelic ideal”.  

Danaisy says that she frequently directs crews to Rocinha because, “it is filmic, 

it’s accessible, people there are used to filming and don’t react strongly to the film crews, 

and there are amazing views”.  She related an experience working on an American travel 

show, where she was working with a foreign crew that initially wanted to shoot in Cidade 

de Deus because of audience familiarity with the eponymous film. Prior to the crew’s 

arrival, Danaisy went to the site for a “recce” – a location scout - to shoot photos for the 

producers. Danaisy relates that producers responded “in not so many words” that they 

were looking for a “different sort of favela”.  

While the producers didn’t know exactly what sort of favela they wanted, they 

seemed confident to her that they would recognize it when they saw it. Again, as with 

asking for “the favela type”, the coding of a “different sort of favela” speaks to the 

importance of adhering to pre-existing imaginaries and the incentivization to reproduce 

and reinscribe them. Danaisy sent her clients photos from Rocinha on a hunch, and 

producers loved the location. The produtora shifted the filming location to Rocinha 

despite the fact they initially had no interest in the site. 

The award-winning documentary, Favela Rising (Jeff Zimbalist and Matt 

Mochary, 2005) follows the story of AfroReggae, a group in Vigário Geral and displays a 

similar adherence to these favelic ideals. In the film, the actual topography of the 

community, which is in a low lying area near Galeão International Airport, is augmented 

with beautiful wide shots of ocean and mountains taken from inside another favela 
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(Freire-Medeiros 2009, 583). Since the subject matter required that the film be set in 

Vigario Geral, the crew made up for what Vigario Geral lacks in topography, creating an 

almost Frankenstein-like representation of the community. This uneasy substitution of 

one location for another can be a surprisingly common practice, and the nature of the 

suspension of disbelief frequently means it is done without transparency.  

 

Image 2 - Beautiful shots of the Vidigal favela grace the titles of Ônibus 174 (Padilha 
2002), but otherwise bear little connection to the film. 

José Padilha employs a similar trick during the opening titles to Ônibus 174 

(2002), utilizing beautifully stylized flyovers of favelas in the Zona Sul that are 

aesthetically compelling, but bare no relation to the troubled street kid protagonist who 

grew up in Rato Molhado. In one particularly egregious example of Frankensteinian 

representations, one producer told me that when he was unable to get particular shot for 

his TV show in Rio de Janeiro, he “picked it up” on a section of street when they returned 

to Los Angeles. Neither the TV network nor the audience was any the wiser.  
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Collectively, these strategies visually privilege specific parts of certain favelas at 

the exclusion of others, with profound implications for understanding how representation 

becomes mediated through the very process of production, and how the totality of favelas 

becomes Rocinha.   
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CHAPTER 2 - CONTESTATION AND THE PRODUCTION OF 
MEANING 

So far, this research has focused on laying out the key institutions, incentives, and 

systems that structure the production of a mediatic favela landscape. These structures 

encourage specific forms of production, privilege specific types of content creation, and 

favor a lopsided distribution of community visibility that favors specific locales and 

themes, while excluding others. 

Yet within this landscape, individual actors have access to various tool kits to help 

influence and structure production in ways that aim to shape these representations. If the 

playing field influences access to subject matter, then these strategies structure how those 

subjects become represented on screen. Three common strategies employed are 1) 

censorship – a refusal to discuss subject matter deemed counterproductive to interests, 2) 

proactive “pseudo-event rituals” (Pedelty 1995, 120) – suggestions of topics or material 

as a strategy to re-center the locus of conversation, and 3) performance as an act of on-

camera self-representation.  

CENSORSHIP AND OPTING FOR INVISIBILITY 

The most imprecise tool, censorship’s applications as a structuring agent differ 

from the aforementioned symbolic domination. While symbolic domination may cause an 

individual subject or production personnel to shy away from particular topics, censorship 

allows individuals to impose clear lines that can be difficult to negotiate around. If 

symbolic domination is a general internalization of standards and norms by personnel, 

then censorship is a more specific tool that renders verboten specific locations, imagery, 

and representations.  

Traficantes and militias draw clear lines about what can and cannot be 

documented in their communities with this respect – content pertaining to criminal 
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activities, images of cartel members with guns, and shots of “bocas de fumo” – points of 

the manufacture and sale of controlled substances - are almost always forbidden. In these 

instances, personnel experience not a formal legal censorship from a government body, 

but an informal censorship from traficantes, neighborhood associations or other 

stakeholders. Not only would a production that focused on these topics not be approved, 

but it would likely be shut down on sight if producers or production personnel violated 

the censor.  

These lines can get blurry. As Wheeler (2009a) and various research informants 

highlight, residents will refuse to address subjects that they know will create trouble for 

them in the long run. They will prefer to stick to acceptable soft themes like sports, 

infrastructure improvements, protests against municipal authority, or the non-overtly 

political feature reportage concerning visiting dignitaries like Beyoncé or Prince Harry.   

Residents will also find other ways of addressing issues of violence in their 

community through careful linguistic navigation. In Babilônia 2000 (Coutinho 2000), 

many residents openly discussed relatives who died, while never directly addressing the 

cause of death or culture of violence within the community. Danaisy remarked that many 

of the residents she worked with were astoundingly open with her – one woman detailing 

the kidnapping of her 25 year old son on camera in “excruciating detail”, yet without ever 

pinning blame. As with cinematic depictions of violence, testimonies of violence are 

frequently alluded to, but rarely directly depicted or connected to the actions of individual 

stakeholders with a power base within the community.  

Tião remarked that after going in to a community to report on a shootout a woman 

appeared crying out against the police:  

She can criticize the police, the only thing she can’t criticize is the drug 
traffickers. Understand? If she criticizes the traffickers, it’s going to be a problem 
for her. And the problem’s serious: expulsion from the favela. She’d lose her 
house14.  

                                                
14 Translation my own. 
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In discourse, silence on a topic becomes as much a performance in its own right 

as it hints at an underlying domination of stakeholders into nearly all aspects of public 

discourse. Such experiences with silence were echoed by both Rodrigo and Feijão in their 

work: with Rodrigo observing, “They will take you to where it suits them, if you want to 

show the good side of the favela, where everything moves nicely, they’re happy to take 

you there”. Feijão remarked:  

I was talking to this recycling community, whose sponsor is Coca Cola, in order 
to get them to take us to this rubbish dump. It was part of the story about how 
they’re cleaning up that side of things. So for them, there’s a big positive spin on 
it. If you wanted to talk about the fact that there’s no recyclable material in the 
favela, then I don’t believe they would be taking us to those places because 
there’s no incentive. There’s no interest in showing the bad side, literally. 

In these instances, a strategy of individual subjects and community stakeholders 

can be a refusal to participate and to influence representation by choosing invisibility 

within a given context. If depicting something negative is not seen to operate within the 

community’s goals, then invisibility may be preferable for stakeholders, and the choice of 

invisibility itself can be seen as a form of influencing the community’s filmic 

representation.  

THE POTENTIAL FOR VISIBILITY AS A SUBALTERN TOOL 

One of the most intriguing findings of this research is the ways in which 

individuals and communities have attempted to harness the produtora’s media production 

process as part of a longer-term public relations strategy to influence municipal politics. 

Stakeholders and individuals have realized that by creating media events it is possible to 

shift the site of discourse towards a topic that they want attention drawn to and in a 

strategy to apply public pressure on the government to change it. In this sense, the 

mechanisms of media visibility become a tool or negotiating chip for individuals and 

communities in the interactions with the formal city.  
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This dispute over the control of images is seen by Hamburger as a common 

strategy of stakeholders in contemporary urban zones – part of a “struggle for visuality” 

to control how a community is represented and understood (2005, 2007).  Pedelty refers 

to this process in El Salvador as a “pseudo-event”, something which is essentially a 

performative ritual through which “an institution’s world view is made real”(1995, 122). 

In his work in El Salvador, Pedelty describes numerous instances of both guerrillas and 

Guatemalan indigenous groups organizing “pseudo-events” as a means of captivating 

press attention and shifting discourse in this manner. The pseudo-event both supplies the 

need for dramatic and visual spectacle, while providing an institution some leverage for 

influencing its own representation in the media. Pseudo-events are not non-truths, so 

much as subjective truths which have been formulated with an eye towards easy media 

consumption and digestion (Pedelty 1995, Waterson 2007, Hamburger 2005). In the 

struggle for visuality, they are a sophisticated strategy to grab attention and gain 

hegemony over discourse. 

In Rio de Janeiro, such tactics are utilized by residents’ associations, which 

selectively choose to highlight infrastructural deficiencies when they want to pressure the 

municipal government to improve public works. Conversely, they can also be used to 

highlight existing public works projects or when a community wants to shift its image to 

be seen as a normalized part of the formal city. Zé provided examples of both happening 

in Rocinha, both organizing a protest to draw attention to the need for more rock slide 

guards, while emphasizing the need to document the positive ways that the favela is 

changing.  

Zé felt that in general few crews were interested in new infrastructure 

implemented in the community, which was a point of pride for him. During a 

preproduction walk with producers on an American food show, Zé introduced them to a 

friend of his who makes an aphrodisiac juice drink and showed them a gato or informal 

community electrical tap. Both events offer producers whimsical camera-ready 
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alternatives to images of the community as a “factory of death”, and both ended up 

making it into the final program. Such ritual events can only carry so much clout 

however. During our interview, I asked Zé to take me on the same “recce” walk - the 

basic route that he would take any producer on while scouting for a shoot, and to cover 

the same ground that he recently took the food show producers on. I was curious to see 

what elements of the community he highlighted and saw as significant for the 

representation of his community.  

The path Zé took had very little in common with the standard TV imaginary of 

the favela. The streets we walked along were brightly painted and flanked by new public 

housing built by the municipal government. Zé pointed out the cleaner streets and a 

mototaxi system that he helped implement to ferry people up into the community.  

However, while the final program referenced positive changes in the narration, none of 

the imagery utilized showed the new infrastructure that Zé was so proud of. Instead, the 

streets of Rocinha became largely documented by a narrow alleyway with unmaintained 

buildings and armed police officers. Zé was aware that his position of influence was 

minimal, but was proud of it nonetheless, saying “With me as a guide, even if they don’t 

show it, they’ll at least see it”.  

Image 3 - Rocinha as it appears during Ze's recce (left) and Rocinha as it appeared in the 
final program (right). 
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Though Zé hoped that producers would have depicted Rocinha as more integrated 

with the formal city, the community’s final representation in the program demonstrates 

the asymmetrical nature of this collaboration. Because of this, the pseudo-event strategy 

can be imperfect. Successful strategy implementation seems most likely when the 

interests of the production company are already aligned with those of the stakeholder – 

such as when both Zé and producers are open to depicting the community with a bit of 

whimsy. 

 This applies to negative depictions as well. Danaisy was once shooting scenes of 

poverty in a favela in Salvador built on top of a large landfill. She was surprised when a 

local woman ran up and waved to her to point out sewage floating in the open under 

buildings. Rather than hide out of embarrassment, the woman wanted the crew to shoot 

the sewage so that people living outside of the favela could see what conditions were like. 

Given the nature of the project Danaisy was documenting, she was grateful for the 

collaboration. When the pseudo-event tactic takes into account the produtora’s need for 

both access and spectacle, it can be surprisingly effective by filling in gaps of content or 

local color, partially assisting with the burden of researching and casting.  

On Feijão’s Coca Cola shoot, the pseudo-event was used in conjunction with  

outright censorship. Though stakeholders wanted to render invisible unpleasant areas of 

the favela, they were happy to provide access and performance in order to render visible 

“the good, clean side of the favela, the community collaborating with each other”.  

Likewise, Tião relates an experience where such events fulfilled needs of community 

members, traficantes, and the produtora: 

I arrived here in a period of armed trafficking – we were going to do a shoot about 
‘balas perdidas’, and many innocent people were being killed by stray bullets . . . 
We visited subjects in their houses, but all with the permission of the traffickers. 
We spoke with the president of the residents’ association and he accepted our 
proposal for the material, because the material was going towards a community 
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“necessity”. The material reflected poorly on the police because the stray fire was 
from shootouts with the police15.  

For the pseudo-event to be successful, it needs to ultimately be mutually 

beneficial for all parties involved. When a pseudo event is meant to represent a space in a 

way which goes against the interests of the produtora, the produtora can find ways of 

muting the message or just neglecting to shoot it as with Zé’s government buildings. 

However, when the pseudo-event complements the interests of the produtora, the 

produtora amplifies it, resulting in a symbiotic relationship between produtora and 

stakeholders.  

RITUAL PERFORMANCE 

Many have observed that in documentary production, subject testimony and 

performance are intrinsically connected (Waterson 2007, Hamburger 2005, Da Cunha 

2009).  Indeed, a speaker’s awareness of television conventions can noticeably affect 

both the speaker’s presentation and auto-representation in the documentary medium 

(Waterson 2007, 61). Yet rather than be read as untruths, both Waterson (2007) and 

Bruzzi (2000) both make the cases that these performances in and of themselves are the 

closest that the audience is ever capable of seeing any sense of truth. To assume 

otherwise errs in positing that the camera is ever capable of capturing an unmediated 

‘reality’, when the nature of documentary collaboration is itself a form of performance 

(Bruzzi, 2000). Just as locations and subject matter can become spaces of negotiation, the 

act of performance takes on the intimate function of negotiating one’s own representation 

on camera.  

These performances may be subconscious. Danaisy was once shooting a sports 

piece in Mangueira with a gathering of kids who wanted to be soccer players – this was 

one of the very first pieces she had worked on inside of a favela and wasn’t yet 

accustomed to working with residents. At one point during the shoot, Danaisy says she 

                                                
15 Translation my own. 
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was really impressed – all the kids she shot with were really energetic on camera and 

seemed to give great one-liners about “how they knew being able to make it as a soccer 

player would be really hard work, but if they stayed out of drugs and stayed out of crime, 

then they could do it”. Danaisy’s camera operator shook his head and told her that he 

heard it all the time – from his experience he felt like it was something the neighborhood 

kids knew that they were supposed to say.  

At other times, this performance may be a manifestation of mimicry of 

Hollywood tropes, reinscribing images of Hollywood starlets upon one’s own being.  

Danaisy remembered working on a piece about a child samba queen who, throughout 

shooting was very aware of the camera’s presence and would frequently break with “the 

fourth wall” to do forced poses to the camera while shooting. This posturing echoes the 

performance of “Rosalí” in Babilônia 2000 (Eduardo Coutinho, 2000). When a camera 

crew arrives at her home, Rosalí jokes with them that she can’t possibly be on camera 

peeling potatoes – she needs to put on makeup first. When the director coaxes her by 

telling her that she looks beautiful she responds, “Where is this going to appear? Is this 

for Playboy? I want to be in Playboy!”.  

These performances may seen as acts of seizing a moment of social recognition, 

but they can also be a way of negotiating the non-fiction playing field. The family of 

Danaisy’s samba queen had a sister who had just got out of prison. The family was 

Image 4 - Rosali's performance draws from her knowledge of Hollywood tropes. 
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cordial with the sister during shooting, but made sure to exclude her from appearing on 

camera so that their own self-representation didn’t get tied up in that of a former convict.  

Likewise, Rodrigo describes an instance he was in Mangueira right after a drug 

lord named Pitbull died. He described the scene:  

So you have a homage of candles on the wall with the favela and the dog, a 
pitbull, and they have “Missing the man” in graffiti on the wall. Because they 
couldn’t be open about the fact of Pitbull dying and that the police killed him. . . 
but they made a homage of him using a graphic image to represent that – finding a 
way to do what they wanted to do, but without upsetting the balance of anybody.  

Regardless of whether or not the homage’s creators had the cameras in mind, the 

existence of the homage is most certainly a performative pseudo-event intended for 

public consumption. The community’s engagement with filmmakers around the mural 

served to amplify this performance. 

Tião describes an instance he was in a community doing a story about the militia, 

and had a residents’ association president who was denying that there was any militia 

active in the community, only to come upon a bar full of blonde haired men armed to the 

teeth and wearing Bermuda shorts. The militia presence in the community was 

undeniable, but the president was attempting to obscure its presence through his own 

performance.  

These anecdotes serve as potent reminders that performance can be as much about 

selective presentation and absence than they are as adopting new behaviors and 

personalities. The camera can make visible just as much as it obscures, and both 

functions can be made useful.  

STRATEGIES OF THE PRODUTORA 

As these anecdotes illustrate, this negotiation happens across an asymmetric 

playing field. As a rule, the produtora has many more resources at its disposal and a 

larger tool kit for manipulating content. The strategies of individual subjects and local 

stakeholders can only ever influence the production of this content – they stop short of 
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any real executive oversight and typically have little influence over postproduction. The 

produtora can cut out whole segments from a program, voiceover narration and textual 

graphics can flip the context in which testimony is presented, and the evidentiary use of 

B-ROLL can twist phrases and mask performances.  

A key part of any shoot is the collection of B-ROLL – generic shots that can be 

used to cover up edits and give the impression of continuity while not saying anything 

specific about a given situation other than providing some local color. When combined 

with voiceover or a dialogue taken out of context, the produtora can use B-ROLL to give 

meaning where it didn’t exist previously. For example, in attempting to depict the 

violence in Rocinha that was impossible to capture under the constraints of production, 

Zé’s program shot B-ROLL of some spare bullet holes on the side of a building in the 

street and then coupled the shots with narration describing that until recently, the 

neighborhood was governed by “powerful drug lords”. Images of armed officers followed 

the scene as a tense cue played over the soundtrack. The impression was created that the 

community continued to be a violent place, despite the lack of any actual violence to 

document. 

These strategies have a mutually reinforcing relationship with imaginaries of the 

favela, which serve for ready-made content to fill in production gaps and often go 

unquestioned. Danaisy related an instance when her client sent her a rough cut of the TV 

show she had worked to fact check. In the cut was a line of voiceover referencing 

Rocinha: “People here have nothing to hope for”. In her correspondence with the 

production company, she pointed out that such a line was patently untrue – that in fact 

there was much more integration between Rocinha and the formal city than is often 

portrayed. Instead, she suggested they change the line to “People here must work really 

hard to get ahead”. Danaisy was both pleased and surprised that the production company 

ended up incorporating the feedback into their scripts. 
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These tools and strategies are employed by the produtora as a technique for 

maintaining the integrity of a story after all footage has been shot, insuring that scenes 

link together seamlessly, and story beats can be hit, even if there is no direct connection 

to the material actually shot. This aspect of these tools makes them very effective at 

manipulating representations outside of the realm of influence of local community 

stakeholders – they are utilized precisely because they can be wielded autonomously and 

without oversight.  

It is common practice for production contracts and releases to forbid any form of 

editorial oversight from collaborators – no production company wants their extras to be 

able to hold up distribution or rewriting scripts because they take issue with how they 

appear on camera. In this regard, Danaisy’s experience with fact checking is both unusual 

and commendable. As the widespread use of these post-production tactics attests, the 

ultimate control of documentary representation remains in the hands of the writers and 

editors who determine what makes it into the final cut.  Performance, censorship, access, 

and collaboration on the part of stakeholders can be useful, but only so far as they 

actually make it into the final cut. 
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CONCLUSION & IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD 

Text construction of non-fiction favela films is a much more collaborative, if 

asymmetrical, process than has traditionally been given credit. Neither broadcasters, nor 

production companies, nor directors ever maintain total control over the commanding 

heights of the production of meaning, but rather must negotiate meaning and realities 

between various stakeholders of relative influence. No individual is in a position to act 

autonomously, and all operate in a field that at the current moment is characterized by 

inherent structures that incentivize particular forms of representation at the expense of 

others.  

The reality of text production is much more complex than simply following 

money or ideologies as some scholars would imply. In El Salvador, Pedelty argues that 

collective pressures on reporters combined with a culture of parachuting journalists 

lacking a deep understanding of the region results in a “culture of violence” thesis. In 

other words, the press tended to report that the violence in El Salvador is not the result of 

specific actions by individuals and policies, but rather some sort of generalized violence 

where “people never really know where it’s coming from” (1995, 89). These processes 

have a “distancing effect” on foreign audiences by reducing three-dimensional characters 

to that of “warriors” and “statesmen”. The result was a news narrative from US sources 

that tends to resemble the American western; complex stories are reduced to good versus 

evil parables that results in “the visual media which once promised to ‘bring us closer to 

the world’ has instead removed us further from it” (Pedelty 1995, 181-194). 

The impact of non-fiction production processes in the “marvelous city” has 

resulted in a similar pattern of portrayals as communities become represented in their 

totality as either Cidade de Deus “death factories” or as alternate spaces of authentic 

culture, racial harmony and “tropical-cool,” a rearticulation of the imaginary first 
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proposed on screen in Orfeu Negro (Marcel Camus, 1959), populated by the noble 

impoverished who remain naively optimistic despite their material condition. 

It would be simple to simplify this process, as Pedelty does in his analysis of El 

Salvador, by arguing that “the free market of ideas, like all markets, is owned by those 

with the greatest amount of capital, both cultural and economic” (1995, 119). Such over-

generalized assessments rarely take into account that such materialistic theories are 

hardly deterministic. Rather, such power exists in a web of relations that enable it to exert 

itself in complex and nuanced ways. Indeed, favela spaces exist as a product of these 

power relations. Rather than a solely top-down production of meaning, agents and 

stakeholders of varying degrees of power can contest meanings that producers try to 

impose. These relationships, in turn, are structured and networked in tandem with 

Massey’s “geometries of power”; some individuals are in control of the process, some are 

participants, some are on the receiving end and some are excluded (Massey 1993). 

Oversimplification of these complex relationships negates the very real changes that have 

occurred in how the favela is imagined and non-fiction films are produced, opening up 

formerly closed spaces to public visibility and diminishing the importance of local 

stakeholder hierarchies in the production process. 

Indeed, the research shows that the images produced are determined first and 

foremost through an access provided after first negotiating the hierarchies of particular 

communities. This access is structured through a symbolic domination made real through 

both the palpable and the phantasmagoric presence of violence, which encourages a self-

censorship on the part of media producers and potential subjects. This domination 

incentivizes cooperation and collaboration with community stakeholders, fixers, and local 

guides who understand the underlying politics. Symbolic domination can also impact 

who appears on camera as it exaggerates a bias towards those already well-connected to 

the local power structures within a community. It can impact locations by incentivizing 

location decisions based upon security concerns above other needs.  
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Yet these exchanges are also structured by a desire to reproduce and reinscribe 

favelic ideals within the constructed text. Producers will seek out individuals who 

represent the “favela type” and locations that embody the favela brand of morro, alleys, 

ocean, and jungle. Despite their impotence at really documenting violence as it unfolds, 

producers feel obligated to reference its phantasmagoric presence, resulting in a 

cinematic language of absence that refers to a spectral violence which has always just 

happened.  

As Rio’s pacification process continues, we can expect to see a continued shift in 

mediatic discourse. Representations of violence may be expected to increasingly vacillate 

between even more phantasmagoric and ethereal representations of violence, while 

simultaneously giving way to the images of pacification and urban renewal. Production 

shows every indication of gravitating towards or remaining in communities close to the 

Zona Sul where views are plentiful, hotels are nearby, and the streets are safer.  

Such representations dovetail with Rio’s branding strategy to position these 

communities as “picturesque locations” like Montmarte or SoHo, selling such images as 

a means of attracting resources, investments, and tourism (Jaguaribe 2011). These 

processes are already occurring and require a performative element from both municipal 

and community stakeholders “in which the favela space, just like the bohemian space, 

historical space, and transgressive space are packaged as experiences to be consumed” 

(Jaguaribe 2011, 344). These processes necessarily entail a tradeoff between the 

problematic aspects of community commoditization and cultural appropriation with the 

democratic ideals of social recognition across lines of class and race.  Such changes are 

hardly unproblematic, but this research speaks to the ability and willingness of residents 

and community stakeholders to actively strategize, collaborate, and engage with these 

processes.  

This research suggests that moving forward it would be productive to engage in a 

longer-term ethnographic observation of production practices in these communities.   
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While key informant interviews of production personnel was quite effective at 

highlighting the most hotly contested and negotiated fields within production, it makes it 

difficult to concretely pin down rationales behind individual subject behaviors and 

performances.  Further inquiry in this vein would go a long way to understanding how 

individual documentary subjects identify their roles in relation to production personnel, 

their communities, and within the broader canon of favela media. It could also provide a 

more nuanced understanding to specific preproduction and filmic practices, highlighting 

salient, but subtle nuances that may not emerge as anecdotes during key informant 

interviews.  

For producers and production personnel, the results of this research serve as a nod 

to the illusory nature of the non-fiction genre, and a reminder of the role of the 

practitioner in the creation of non-fiction content as one individual among many whose 

perspectives, appearances, and story telling is involved in the act of media creation. To a 

greater or lesser degree, all individuals involved in a shoot are engaged and participate in 

the construction of a text, be it through actively shaping content or through a process of 

access and omission. As DaCunha reminds us, more easily than most media, 

documentary can demonstrate that “truth is multifaceted and that reality is a construct” 

(2009, 144). Perhaps the larger issue is not so much that these structural challenges 

somehow corrupt objectivity, so much as reveal that such idealized objectivity is 

unattainable and illusory to begin with, and that instead the goal should be to incorporate 

as many perspectives and truths as feasible. 

The research demonstrates that the relationship between filmic text, content 

producer, and documentary participant is much more complex and interconnected than 

previously addressed.  Relations are not deterministic or linear, whereby the produtora 

acts upon a community in the process of content creation, but is rather highly structured 

through factors both endemic to the favela landscape and exogenous. Awareness of these 

processes is the first step to being able to examine them critically, and potentially liberate 
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oneself to engage in their labor in a more autonomous manner. For the individuals and 

communities involved in this coproduction, the implications are not slight. At stake are 

questions of public visibility and perceived citizenship and social value. To be 

represented and have one’s image distributed is to be made socially real. In this mediatic 

power geography, one’s access to the commanding heights of representation has and 

likely will continue to exert significant influence on who is included and excluded within 

Brazilian society as the country hurtles forward in its own growth.  
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Glossary & Acronyms 

 

ACAMJG: Asociação de Catadores do Aterro Metropolitano de Jardim Gramacho, an 

association of garbage pickers that work the Jardim Gramacho landfill. 

Asfalto:  Literally, “the asphalt”. Commonly as a signifier for the formal city in Rio de 

Janeiro, in opposition to the morro, the hill or the favela. 

Bocas de Fumo: Points from which illicit drugs are sold.  

BOPE: Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais. One of Rio de Janeiro’s special 

forces Military Police units that specializes in conducting urban warfare.  

B-ROLL: Generic shots used in film editing to cover cuts or add context.  

Carioca: An individual from Rio de Janeiro. 

Favelados: An individual who lives in a favela. 

Fixer: A position in the field crew during film production. A fixer acts as a local producer 

or coordinator and is expected to have local knowledge and contacts to assist in 

implementing specific story beats. 

Fogueteiro: A lookout that guards parts of a favela on behalf of a drug operation. 

Morro: Literally, “the hill”. Common euphemism to refer to favelas, as many in Rio’s 

Zona Sul are located on steep hillsides.  

Paulista: An individual from São Paulo. 

Produtora: The production house or studio responsible for planning, producing, and 

editing a production. 

Traficante: A drug trafficker, typically in a position of high relative power within their 

community. 
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UPP: Unidade de Polícia Pacificadora or Police Pacification Unit. A specialized state 

police unit designed to overtake and maintain territory formerly controlled by 

traficantes 
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